
Components
Overview

Post Leg Sleeve 800 End Beam 800 Intermediate
Beam

1000 Intermediate
Beam

1000 End Beam

1250 End Beam
1650 End Beam

1250 Intermediate Beam 1650 Intermediate Beam

Short Telescopic Beam Large Telescopic Beam

730h Wood Leg

1100h Wood Leg

1100h Steel Leg

730h Steel Leg

730h Wood Leg Top
1100h Wood Leg Top



Assembly
Fitting the ‘Leg Top’ to Wood Legs

Wood Leg with 
Leg Top fitted

Instructions
This applies to both 730h and 1100h Wood legs

***NOTE - the ‘Leg Top’           is specific to the height of leg. 
Make sure you are using the 730h Leg Top for the 730h Wood 
Leg, and 1100h Leg Top for the 1100h Wood Leg***

Position the Leg Top            over the top of the leg
These components are designed to be a snug fit, without 
unsightly gaps. It may be necessary to tap the Leg Top into 
position with a rubber mallet.

Secure the Leg Top          to the leg          with 6qty Confirmat 
screws          as shown. **TAKE CARE NOT TO OVER TIGHTEN 
THE CONFIRMAT SCREWS AS THEY WILL RIP OUT THE 
WOOD AND BECOME LOOSE - TAKE EXTRA CARE IF USING A 
DRILL/DRIVER TO FIT THE SCREWS**

For maximum strength ensure all 6 Confirmat screws are used 
for each leg. It is recommended to final tighten the screws 
manually, and not with a drill/driver.
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Assembly
Fitting Legs & Telescopic Crossbeams to End/Intermediate Beams

Instructions
This applies to all legs (Wood/Steel, 730h/1100h)
This applies to all beams (end and intermediate)

Slot the leg          into the end of the beam          , ensuring the 
threaded holes on the beam are on the underside (when desk is 
correct way up), as shown.

Fit the grub screws          in the threaded holes as shown and 
tighten. Always use the two grub screws supplied per leg. 
It is recommended to use a manual allen key to do the final 
tightening of the grub screws.

Instructions
This applies to all telescopic crossbeam fixing.

Position the telescopic cross Beam           end plate to locate with the fixing position in the end/
intermediate beam          .

Secure with the 4qty M8 x 12 button bolts supplied         .
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Assembly
Wood Leg Levelling Foot & CPU Holder

WARNING
The product is heavy - use two people to turn over

Wood Legs
Pyramid Wood legs are boxed in pairs, and come 
with the required fiitings, including the levelling 
feet.

DO NOT FORGET TO FIT THE LEVELLING FEET

CPU Holder
This refers to the Mobili ‘SCPU’ CPU holder.

Locate the CPU holder around the telescpic beam as shown, Fix to desk top with the 
4qty 3/4” x 14G self-tapping screws supplied with the CPU holder.

The CPU holder can be positioned to suit user requirements and clear of any extra 
items such as cable tray that may be fitted to the desk.



Assembly
Modesty Panel

Modesty Panel
Attach triangular plastic mod panel fixings to the mod panel with 3/4” x 14G screws supplied. Attach 
the rectangular plastic mod panel fixings to the underside of the desk top with the 25mm screws 
supplied. The mod panel then clips into place, and can be removed easily for cable tray access
as required in future.

Pilot holes are provided for accurate location of fittings.



Assembly
Cable Trays

Single Desk/Single Sided Bench Run
Cable trays attach to the desk top as shown

Orientation of the cable tray hangers may differ from that shown, depending 

on length of the top, in order for them to fit between legs and desk detail 

(such as scallop/portholes). Check the top for inserts at 60mm centres. 

Alternatively users can self-tap the hangers to the top to achieve an 

alternative desired cable tray position.

Back-to-Back Benches and 1000 Deep Frames
Cable trays attach to the frame as shown

1000 Deep Frame
Cable tray hanger attaches to the face of the 

end/intermediate beams, in between the two 

telescopic crossbeams

1250 & 1650 Deep Frame
Cable tray hanger attaches to the face of the 

end/intermediate beams, in between the two 

telescopic crossbeams



Assembly
800 Deep Frame

Instructions
Attach the legs         to the end 
beams        , as shown on page 9. 
If using Wood legs attach leg tops 
first as shown on page 8.

Join the leg frames with the 
telescopic beam          , as shown 
on page 9. It is recommended that 
the telescopic beam is left ‘loose’ 
(so it’s length can be changed). 
Once the top is attached, lock 
off the beam with the M8 bolts 
supplied. This will improve lateral 
stability.

Starter Module

Add-On Module

End Module

Shown without tops or cable trays 

for clarity of frame construction
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Single Sided Bench Run
This can be constructed using the Starter, Add-On, and End modules 



Assembly
1000 Deep Frame

POWER MODULES
1000 deep frames have TWO telescopic beams. 
These are set 160mm apart to allow for power 
modules to be set centrally in the table top.

Shown without top or cable tray 

for clarity of frame construction

1000 deep frames can be configured with 

Starter, Add-On amd End modules in the 

same was as 800 deep frames, as shown 

on page 13. Each module will have two 

telescopic beams down the centre.

Instructions
Attach the legs         to the end 
beams        , as shown on page 9. 
If using Wood legs attach leg tops 
first as shown on page 8.

Join the leg frames with the 
telescopic beams          , as shown 
on page 9. It is recommended 
that the telescopic beams are 
left ‘loose’ (so their length can 
be changed). Once the top is 
attached, lock off the beams with 
the M8 bolts supplied. This will 
improve lateral stability.
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Assembly
1250 & 1650 Deep Frames

Benches
These can be constructed to the desired length using the Starter, Add-On, and End modules (see pricelist)

Starter Module

Add-On Module

End Module

Shown without tops or cable trays 

for clarity of frame construction

POWER MODULES (Meeting Tables)
1250 Deep frames = 330mm between telescopic crossbeams
1650 Deep frames = 530mm between telescopic crossbeams

Meeting Tables
1250 deep and 1650 deep meeting tables use 
the same frame as desking, but with a one-
piece top instead of two separate (per module).
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Instructions
Attach the legs         to the end/intermediate beams        , as shown on page 9. 
If using Wood legs attach leg tops first as shown on page 8.

Join the leg frames with the telescopic beams          , as shown on page 9. It is 
recommended that the telescopic beams are left ‘loose’ (so their length can be 
changed). 

Attach the top-fix brackets        , to the end (x2)/intermediate (x4) beams.

Once the top is attached, lock off the beams with the M8 bolts supplied. This 
will improve lateral stability.

Fit the plates        , to the underside of tops at intermediate joints.
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Assembly
S4 & S2 Screen Brackets

Single Desks
Use the SB10 (S4 screens) or 
SBUC (S2 screens) brackets to 
fit screens to single desks and 
single sided runs

Instructions (Back-to-Back Benches)
‘SB80’ screen bracket shown, for use with S4 and S2 screens (bracket locates into end 
posts of screens).

Tops are inserted for end fixing of the brackets with the M6 x 16 bolts supplied with the 
screen brackets. Screen brackets are supplied as a set - to fit one screen.

Tops have pilot holes to fit the screen brackets ‘inboard’, where a half-length screen is 
used (e.g. an 800w screen on a 1600w top). It is possible to fit the brackets using self-
tapping screws as desired if alternative length screens have been specified. 



General Warnings
Safety Instructions

Inspection and Repair
 

Never drag furniture when moving it, always lift it.

Periodically check all fixings to ensure none have come loose, and re-tighten where necessary.

Please take care when handling or moving the furniture as careless handling may cause damage or injury.

Furniture can be dangerous if incorrectly installed. Assembly should be carried out by a competent person. No liability will be 
accepted for damage or injury caused by incorrectly installed or assembled furniture.

Electrical items contain no user servicable parts. DO NOT disassemble components as this could result in personal injury and 
will invalidate any warranties.

HEAVY ITEMS
It is recommended that before moving any heavy objects to a new location they are completely dis-assembled 
to avoid personal injury or damage to the furniture. Please be careful to retain all fittings when doing this.

Inspections should be carried out by a competent person. Repairs must only be carried out by competent personnel.

Where provided, assembly instrustions should be retained for future reference.

Check that all fixings are secure. Any missing or damaged bolts should be replaced.

For sliding tops thumb screws should be periodically checked and should be able to be loosened by hand without the need for 
tools. Ensure thumbs screws are correctly installed and do not cross-thread.

Inspect adjustable feet. Missing or damaged feet should be replaced. Ensure adjustable feet are correctly adjusted to level the 
product and ensure even distribution of load.

MFC - Scratches to the surface of MFC may be improved using a colour matched filler/wax, but it will be impossible to match 
the grain pattern. Tops are edged in a high impact plastic which is very resistant to damage. Severe damage/missing edging 
will require the top to be replaced.

MFC
Cleaning & Maintenance Guide

Painted Metalwork
 

For general cleaning, and for the removal of light dirt or deposits, wash the laminate using a soft damp cloth and a mild non-
abrasive soap. Then rinse clean with a damp cloth and then dry using a soft cloth. Most stubborn stains including grease, 
varnish or paint may be removed when rubbed gently with a white spirit. Then rinse clean with a damp cloth and then dry using 
a soft cloth. Highly concentrated fruit and vegetable juices must be wiped off immediately as some could cause permanent 
staining.

How to avoid streaks?
Streaks often form when the surface is cleaned with organic solvents, together with cold water and old cloths. To ensure no 
streaks occur when cleaning, we recommend wiping the surface down with warm water and then drying it using normal paper 
towels or microfibre cloths.

The following cleaning agents should not be used under any circumstances:
• Scouring and abrasive agents (abrasive powders, scouring pads, steel wool)
• Polish, washing powder, furniture cleaner, bleach
• Detergents with strong acids and acidic salts
• Steam cleaning equipment

For general cleaning, wash painted metal finishes with a soft, lint free cloth, soaked in warm water and a mild non-abrasive 
soap. Rinse thoroughly and dry. Scuff marks can be removed using a pre-softened paste wax carefully following the 
manufacturers instructions 

Polished Aluminium
For general cleaning, apply a pre-softened paste wax to polished aluminium components carefully following the manufacturers 
instructions. Wax every three months to enhance the appearance of the aluminium. 


